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MEMO 

SUBMISSION OF METHODOLOGY APPROVAL OF 

ADJUSTED COMMERCIAL BALANCE MODEL 
 

Pursuant to section 36a (1) and 40 (1) of the Danish Act on Natural Gas Supply1, Energinet Gas 

TSO (hereafter Energinet) must submit the methods that are used to calculate or establish 

terms and conditions for access to the transmission grid, for the approval by The Danish Energy 

Regulatory Authority.  

 

In accordance with the Swedish Natural Gas Act (Naturgaslagen 2005:403) 7th chapter 1§,4-6§ 

the terms of the Balance Administrator Agreement shall be objective and non-discriminatory 

and be subject for full approval of agreement terms and conditions by the Swedish Energy 

Markets Inspectorate before it can enter into force. 

 

This submission is a supplement to Energinet’s market based balancing model, which was ap-

proved by the Danish Energy Regulatory Authority, now the Danish Utility Regulator, via deci-

sion on 23 September 20142. The balancing model has been subject to ongoing changes, latest 

by the Danish Utility Regulator’s decision of 17 July 20203. 

 

This Submission of Methodology for Approval concerns submission of: 

• Introducing system-wide within-day obligations into the current balancing model for 

Joint Balancing Zone (JBZ). 

 

Energinet and Swedegas find that this supplement to the method already approved for the 

market based balancing model is in line with the Danish Act on Natural Gas Supply, the Swe-

dish Natural Gas Act and the current EU Regulation and can therefore be approved by the reg-

ulatory authorities in Denmark and Sweden. 

 

The supplement to the method will enter into force 1 October 2022. 

 

1 Consolidation Act nr. 126 of 6 February 2020 on natural gas supply.g 

2 Energinet.dk’s new commercial balancing model – method approval: https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/energinetdk-s-

kommercielle-balanceringsmodel 

3 Adjustments of balancing rules, due to the risk of negative gas prices: Afgørelse om gasbalancering ved negative gaspriser (forsyning-

stilsynet.dk) 

https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/energinetdk-s-kommercielle-balanceringsmodel
https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/energinetdk-s-kommercielle-balanceringsmodel
https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/afgoerelse-om-gasbalancering-ved-negative-gaspriser
https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/afgoerelse-om-gasbalancering-ved-negative-gaspriser
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1. Resumé 

Med implementeringen af Baltic Pipe, ændres det dansk-svenske gasmarked sig fra at være pri-

mært et leveringssystem til slutkunder i Danmark og Sverige, til primært at være et transitsy-

stem, hvor den primære flowrute forventes at gå fra Norge, igennem Danmark, og til Polen.  

 

Baltic Pipe implementeres ikke som et separat rør, men vil være fuldt integreret med det nu-

værende gassystem, for at kunne udnytte den kapacitet og fleksibilitet der allerede findes 

bedst muligt. På den måde vil det dansk-svenske system komme til at ligne andre gassystemer i 

EU, såsom det Belgiske, det Tjekkiske og det Østrigske, som ligeledes også har store transitru-

ter. 

 

Fælles for disse lande er, at de alle har implementeret Within-day Obligations (WDO’er), altså 

forpligtelser i løbet af gasdøgnet, som transportkunderne skal overholde. WDO’er er et red-

skab, som er indført i den Europæiske balancenetværkskode, netop til systemer med store 

transitkapaciteter, hvor store ubalancer i løbet af gasdøgnet kan bringe systemet uden for de 

fysiske toleranceniveauer, selvom transportkunderne balancerer på døgnet. 

 

Kort fortalt så går WDO’er ud på at skabe økonomiske incitamenter i gasdøgnet, så den sam-

lede ubalance ikke vokser sig for stor i én retning, i løbet af gasdøgnet. I tilfælde af, at det givne 

toleranceniveau (det grønne bånd) ikke overholdes samlet set, så vil Balancing Area Manage-

ren (BAM’en) foretage såkaldte gulzonehandler på within-day markedet, som vil ramme de 

transportkunder, der er skyld i ubalancen umiddelbart (kaldet causerne). Dette er dybest set 

den primære ændring i forhold til i dag, hvor gulzonehandlerne kun påvirker ubalanceprisen i 

slutningen af gasdøgnet. 

 

Ændringen af hvordan gulzonehandler indgår og påvirker markedet i løbet af gasdøgnet, som 

følge af indførelsen af WDO’er, kræver en række ændringer i forhold til i dag, som ligeledes an-

meldes i dette papir: 

• Balancevisningen i løbet af døgnet vil gå fra at være en visning af den forventede uba-

lance for hele døgnet (kaldet Estimated System Commercial Balance, E(SCB)), til at 

være en akkumuleret visning, for de timer der er gået (kaldet Accumulated System Ba-

lance, ASB) 

• Det vil være nødvendigt at beregne transportkundernes akkumulerede ubalance for 

hver time i løbet af døgnet (Individual Accumulated Shipper Balance, IASB), og ikke 

kun for døgnet, for at kunne identificere, hvem der er skyld i en eventuel ubalance i 

en given time (causerne) 

• Beregningen af IASB’en vil kræve et øget niveau af data for Joint Exit Zone (JEZ) i for-

hold til i dag, da aftaget vil skulle kunne estimeres relativt præcist hver time, igen for 

at identificere causerne rigtigt pr. time 

• For transportkunder der leverer gas til slutbrugere i JEZ, vil ændringen umiddelbart 

medføre, at de vil skulle balancere op imod den aftagerprofil, som slutkunderne har i 

løbet af gasdøgnet. For at dæmmer op for de negative konsekvenser dette kan med-

føre for denne gruppe transportkunder, indføres redskabet smoothing, som delvist 

flader JEZ aftagerprofilen ud 

• Indførelsen af WDO’er vil som sagt kræve en øget frekvens af data og vil i højere grad 

end i dag kræve, at data er korrekte og til stede, for at kunne identificere de rette cau-

sere i timen. I tilfælde af at data for JEZ-aftaget er fejlbehæftede, eller ikke er til stede, 

indføres et No Punishment Principle (NPP), som skal sikre transportkunder mod JEZ 

imod at blive placeret forkert eller i for stor grad som causer, på grund af fejl i data. 
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Markedet har været involveret i udviklingen af balancemodellen igennem det sidste 1 ½ år, 

igennem en række User Groups, Shipper Task Force, Shippers Forum’s og bilaterale møder. 

Denne metodeanmeldelse har efterfølgende været i høring i markedet, inden fremsendelsen 

til de regulatoriske enheder i Danmark (Forsyningstilsynet) og Sverige (Energimarknadsinspekti-

onen). 
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2. The submission obligation 

Energinet must as transmission system operator submit the methods that are used to calculate 

or establish terms or conditions for access to the transmission system, cf. section 40 (1) of the 

Danish Act on Natural Gas Supply.  

 

The method for Balancing Model concerns the introduction of Within Day Obligations (WDO’s), 

and the choice of method is not specified in applicable law, including the Danish Act on Natural 

Gas Supply. Thus, the method requires Submission of Methodology for Approval (hereinafter 

the “Submission”) to the Danish Utility Regulator (DUR). 

 

2.1 The background of the submission 

Energinet is responsible for the continuous physical balancing of the Danish transmission sys-

tem. In the same way Swedegas is responsible for the continuous physical balancing of the 

Swedish transmission system. The Shippers are responsible for balancing their deliveries and 

offtake and thereby minimizing the need for the transmission system operators to undertake 

balancing actions. 
 

With the approved method of the Danish Utility Regulator as of 23 September 2014, Energinet 

implemented the common European rules for balancing according to the regulation (EU) No. 

312/2014 of 26 March 2014 of a network code for balancing the gas transmission system (NC 

BAL). The main principles in the NC BAL are that the gas balancing rules must be market based 

and that shippers must have the incentive to balance their own portfolios within the gas day.   

 

Since 2014, changes have been made in the incentive structure of the balancing rules, follow-

ing the development on the gas market. The latest change was implemented in August 2020 

(based on the decision by the Danish Utility Regulator dated 17 July 2020) because of the risk 

of negative gas prices, which was not handled in the general balancing model. 

 

Since April 2019, the Joint Balancing Zone (JBZ) has been in function, creating one balancing 

zone for Denmark and Sweden. 

 

The current balancing model is in overall terms described as a daily balancing model, with no 

within-day restrictions. The current concept is that every hour the expected system commer-

cial balance E(SCB) for the entire gas day is calculated, based on nominations and expected 

offtake in Denmark/Sweden for all hours of the gas day. However, the implementation of the 

Baltic Pipe Project, enabling a substantial gas flow from Norway through Denmark to Poland, 

will result in significant changes to the Danish transmission system, both in terms of flexibility 

and possible flow volumes.  

  

One of the main consequences of this transition is that the current daily balancing model can-

not absorb all possible imbalances during a gas day, even though shippers are in balance end-

of-day. This means that even in a normal situation, shippers can bring the system out of its 

physical boundaries during a gas day, potentially jeopardizing the system integrity and security 

of supply, if the current daily balancing model continues without amendments.  

  

As a consequence of this, Energinet and Swedegas, as joint Balancing Area Manager (BAM)4 for 

the Joint Balancing Zone (JBZ), will implement a system-wide within-day obligation, with hourly 

 

4 The BAM is responsible for the commercial balancing for the Joint Balancing Zone, whereas the separate TSO’s have the responsibility 

for the physical balance in each system 
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restrictions throughout the gas day, as an add on to the daily balancing system. The main ben-

efit of choosing the system-wide within-day obligation is that the current green zone balancing 

system is already system wide, collecting and informing on the aggregated commercial balance 

position of all shippers. The balancing model is subject to approval by the Danish and Swedish 

Energy Regulatory authorities.  

 

2.2 Legal framework 

 

2.2.1 National legal framework  

National legal framework According to Section 11(1) of the Danish Act on Natural Gas Supply, 

and as the gas transmission system operator (TSO) in Denmark, Energinet shall ensure a suffi-

cient and an efficient transport of natural gas, including the task of preserving and maintaining 

of the physical balance in the gas network. As TSO in Denmark, Energinet shall contribute to 

ensure best possible conditions for competition on markets for natural gas trade, cf. Section 12 

a(1). Energinet can include necessary costs in the prices for its activities under Act on Energinet 

Section 2(2) and (3), including gas transmission activities, cf. Section 37 d of the Danish Act on 

Natural Gas Supply and Section 2 of Executive Order No 816 of 27 June 2016.  

 

In accordance with the Swedish Natural Gas Act (Naturgaslagen 2005:403) 7th chapter 1§,4-6§ 

the terms of the Balance Administrator Agreement shall be objective and non-discriminatory 

and be subject for full approval of agreement terms and conditions by the Swedish Energy 

Markets Inspectorate before it can enter into force. 

 

2.2.2 European legal framework  

European legal framework According to Regulation No 715/2009 and in particular Article 6(11) 

and Article 8(6)(j) thereof, the European Commission may adopt network codes concerning 

balancing rules. On this basis, Regulation No 312/2014 is issued to establish the network code 

on gas balancing of transmission networks. 

 

Pursuant to section 36a (1) and 40 (1) of the Danish Act on Natural Gas Supply, Energinet must 

submit the methods that are used to calculate or establish terms and conditions for access to 

the transmission grid, for the approval by The Danish Energy Regulatory Authority.  

 

According to REGULATION (EC) No 715/2009 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE 

COUNCIL of 13 July 2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks and 

repealing Regulation (EC) No 1775/2005 balancing rules shall be designed in a fair, nondiscrimi-

natory and transparent manner and shall be based on objective criteria. Balancing rules shall 

reflect genuine system needs taking into account the resources available to the transmission 

system operator. Balancing rules shall be market-based, cf. article 21. Imbalance charges shall 

be cost-reflective to the extent possible, whilst providing appropriate incentives on network 

users to balance their input and off-take of gas. They shall avoid cross-subsidisation between 

network users and shall not hamper the entry of new market entrants. 

 

Any calculation methodology for imbalance charges as well as the final tariffs shall be made 

public by the competent authorities or the transmission system operator, as appropriate. 

 

According to Regulation No 715/2009, Article 6(11) and Article 8(6)(j), the European Commis-

sion may adopt network codes concerning balancing rules. On this basis Regulation No 
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312/2014 is issued to establish the network code on gas balancing of transmission networks 

(NC BAL).  

 

According to Article 4(1) of NC BAL the network users shall be responsible to balance their bal-

ancing portfolios in order to minimize the need for transmission system operators to under-

take balancing actions set out under the NC BAL. Balancing rules established in accordance 

with NC BAL shall reflect genuine system needs, taking into account the resources available to 

transmission system operators and shall provide incentives for network users to balance their 

balancing portfolios efficiently. 

 

Within day obligations are governed by NC BAL, chapter VI.  A transmission system operator is 

only entitled to apply within day obligations in order to incentivize network users to manage 

own within day positions in view of ensuring the system integrity of its transmission network 

and minimizing its need to undertake balancing actions, cf. Article 24 (1). Where the transmis-

sion system operator is required to provide information to network users to enable them to 

manage their exposures associated with within day positions, it shall be provided to them regu-

larly. Where applicable, this information shall be provided upon a request submitted by each 

network user once.  

 

Types of within day obligations are described in Article 25.  In addition, Article 26 sets a num-

ber of requirements for within day obligations. These requirements and the fulfillment thereof 

are described in part 6 below. 

 

The national regulatory authority shall take and publish a motivated decision within six months 

following the receipt of the complete recommendation document. In deciding whether to ap-

prove the proposed within day obligation, the national regulatory authority shall assess 

whether this within day obligation meets the criteria set out in Article 26(2), cf. Article 27(1). 

Before taking the motivated decision, the national regulatory authority shall consult with the 

national regulatory authorities of adjacent Member States and take account of their opinions. 

The adjacent national regulatory authority(-ies) may seek an opinion from the Agency in ac-

cordance with Article 7(4) of Regulation (EC) No 713/2009 on the decision referred to in para-

graph 1, cf. Article 27(2). 

 

3. Submission of method  

The system-wide within-day concept will consist of the following elements (in comparison to 

today’s model): 

• A green zone like what is known in today’s balancing model, but illustrating an accu-

mulated hourly tolerance, where todays balancing model illustrates an end-of day tol-

erance 

• An Accumulated System Balance (ASB) published every hour, that illustrates the accu-

mulated balance of all shippers for all previous hours of the gas day, where the E(SCB) 

in the current model illustrates the expected balance position end of day for all ship-

pers 

• An Individual Accumulated Shipper Balance (IASB) calculated every hour that is a cal-

culation of the accumulated balance position of each shipper for all previous hours of 

the gas day 

• A direct TSO trade response after every hour of the gas day, when the ASB is outside 

the tolerance level the difference between the ABS position and the green zone limit 
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is traded. The traded volume is allocated pro-rata to the portfolios of all causers in 

that exact hour.  

 

This document contains 6 new concepts, which are referred to throughout the document, all 

related to the function of the adjusted balancing model: 

• Concept 1: System-wide within-day obligations (ASB & IASB) 

• Concept 2: Data method 

• Concept 3: Smoothing 

• Concept 4: Helper-causer function 

• Concept 5: Cash-out end-of-day 

• Concept 6: Data quality and No Punishment Principle 

 

3.1 Concept 1: System-wide within-day obligations 

In the following the rationale and description of the system-wide within-day obligations are de-

scribed. 

 

3.1.1 Rationale behind the concept 

The current balancing model5 is in overall terms described as a daily balancing model, with no 

within-day restrictions. The current concept is that every hour the expected system commer-

cial balance (E(SCB)) for the entire gas day is calculated, based on nominations and expected 

offtake in Denmark/Sweden for all hours of the gas day. 

 

The main rationale behind the current daily balancing model with no added restrictions, is the 

characteristics and parameters of the current physical system. In short, there are no commer-

cial flow scenarios or situations, that cannot be handled in the physical system within-day, and 

thus there is no need for restricting shippers in their daily input-offtake during the gas day.   

 

The balancing model has been subject to a number of additions and amendments since it was 

first implemented in October 2014, but the overall method has not been changed. 

 

The implementation of the Baltic Pipe Project, enabling a gas flow from Norway through Den-

mark to Poland, will result in significant changes to the Danish transmission system, both in 

terms of flexibility and possible flow volumes.  

 

One of the main consequences of this transition is that the daily balancing model cannot ab-

sorb all possible imbalances during a gas day, even though shippers are in balance end-of-day. 

This means that even in a normal situation, shippers can bring the system out of its physical 

boundaries during a gas day, potentially jeopardizing the system integrity, if the current daily 

balancing model continues without amendments.  

 

This issue is well-known in other EU countries, and has been for many years, also before the 

Balancing Network Code was developed. TSO’s such as Net4gas (Czech Republic), Gas Connect 

Austria and Fluxys (Belgium) are all characterized as transit systems, where the dominant flow 

directly enters and exits the system, and where the volumes for the domestic market is signifi-

cantly lower than the transit volumes. 

 

The Balancing Network Code includes clauses on within-day obligations, which were especially 

added, to accommodate the potential large imbalance challenges of transit systems during a 

 

5 Overall method implemented as of 1 October 2014 
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gas day, where the daily balancing timeframe is not sufficient in all normal flow scenarios. For 

the same reason, the 3 systems mentioned above have all implemented within-day obligations 

as add-on to the daily balancing regime. 

 

For Energinet and Swedegas as BAM this gives a clear reasoning for including within-day obli-

gations in the future balancing model system when the Baltic Pipe commences; the transit flow 

will potentially challenge the system integrity within-day, and within-day obligations is the spe-

cific mean to mitigate such a challenge. 

 

Energinet and Swedegas will implement a system-wide within-day obligation6, with hourly obli-

gations throughout the gas day. As described in the figure below, there are a number of bene-

fits in choosing the system-wide WDO: 

• The current balancing system is already system-wide, so the system-wide WDO will 

require less changes than the two other possibilities. 

• The current Danish-Swedish balancing model is very similar to the Belgian model, 

who has system-wide WDO’s implemented. 

•  The system-wide approach secures the full optimization of the flexibility, and that 

the BAM only intervenes, when the aggregated balance is outside the limits. 

• The Baltic Pipe is not implemented as a separate pipeline but will be fully integrated 

into the Danish transmission system.  

 

 
Rationale for implementing system-wide Within-day Obligation, in comparison to other WDO possibilities 

in NC BAL. See also Q&A in Appendix 2 for further description. 

 

Also, when Energinet first implemented the current green zone model, it was very much in-

spired by the balancing systems in the Netherlands (GTS) and Belgium (Fluxys). Energinet im-

plemented a similar model, but without including the system-wide within-day obligation, which 

is common in both systems, as this was not required given the parameters of the Danish physi-

cal system at the time. Instead, the Estimated System Commercial Balance was implemented, 

to create the system wide daily balance. 

 

3.1.2 Description of the concept 

As in the current model, the green zone for the relevant gas day is calculated in the beginning 

of the gas day, at 06:45. The ASB is calculated and forwarded the first time expectedly latest at 

07:10, for the first hour of the gas-day, based on the balance position for all shippers in the 

first hour. The second ASB is calculated shortly after 08:00, based on the accumulated balance 

 

6 Balancing Network Code, Article 25 (1) 
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position for all shippers in the first 2 hours of the gas day (position hour 1 + position hour 2). 

This continues every hour throughout the gas day, until the gas day ends at 06:00, where the 

ASB will include the full imbalance for the whole gas day (position hour 1 + position hour 2 

+….position hour 24). 

 

If the ASB is outside the green zone in any hour of the gas day, the BAM will notify the market, 

and will make a within-day trade during the following hour. The volume traded is equal to the 

difference between the ASB position and the relevant green zone limit, and the traded volume 

is then allocated pro-rata towards all shippers who are imbalanced in the same direction (who 

are causers), at the marginal trade price in that specific hour. 

 

This means that the BAM can trade after each of the 24 hours during the gas day, the first time 

after hour 06:00-07:00, and the last time after hour 05:00-06:00. 

 

At the end of the gas day, the BAM will cash-out all shippers as today. If the final ASB for the 

gas day (hour 05:00-06:00) ends outside the green zone, the volume between ASB position and 

the yellow zone limit will be traded in the same way as for all other hours of the gas day. After 

this last possible ASB trade and allocation of causers the remaining commercial imbalance will 

be equal to the System Commercial Balance (SCB), also known in the current model. The SCB 

will be cashed out the same way as in the current model. This means that the SCB will end 

within the green zone and adjustment step 2 is no longer needed. The adjustment step 2 is re-

placed by the trade response possibility by the BAM in the last hours of the gas day. 

 

3.1.2.1 Accumulated System Balance (ASB) 

The accumulated system balance (ASB) is a calculation of the accumulated and aggregated bal-

ance position of all shippers after each hour during the gas day. 

The ASB is defined as: 

- ASBx = ∑ 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦ℎ
𝑥
ℎ=1  - ∑ 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡ℎ

𝑥
ℎ=1  - ∑ 𝐽𝐸𝑍ℎ

𝑥
ℎ=1  - ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑃ℎ

𝑥−1
ℎ=1   +  ∑ 𝑆𝐴𝑃𝑥

ℎ=1 ℎ   , 

 

; where data for Entry and Exit is known every hour via confirmed nominations, while JEZ is cal-

culated every hour via MR data (city-gate flow) and directly connected sites in Denmark and 

Sweden. The data in CAP (Causer Allocation Point) is allocation of gas bought from (+) or sold 

to (-) causers due to ASB trades. The data in SAP (Smoothing Allocation Point) is a smoothing 

profile that will smooth the allocation per hour towards JEZ. 

 

When ASB is long in yellow zone BAM will trade (sell). The sold volume will be bought from the 

causers and allocated to them at CAP (+, positive value). 

 

When ASB is short in yellow zone BAM will trade (buy). The bought volume will be sold to the 

causers and allocated to them at CAP (-, negative value). 

 

For the CAP point data is including hours up until and including hour x-1. For all other points 

data is including hours up until and including hour x.  

 

The ASB will be calculated and published in the green zone view, the first time after the first 

hour in the gas day is finished (at 07:10) and is then published after every hour throughout the 

gas day, 24 times in total (23/25 times regarding daylight saving changes). 
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3.1.2.2 Individual Accumulated System Balance 

The Individual Accumulated Shipper Balance (IASB) is a calculation of the accumulated balance 

position of each shipper after each hour during the gas day. The IASB is calculated to deter-

mine the accumulated imbalance of each Shipper and to be able to define who are helpers and 

causers in the specific hours during the gas day. 

 

The IASB is defined as: 

IASBx = ∑ 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦ℎ
𝑥
ℎ=1  (𝑖) - ∑ 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡ℎ(𝑖) 𝑥

ℎ=1  - ∑ 𝐽𝐸𝑍ℎ(𝑖) 𝑥
ℎ=1  - ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑃ℎ(𝑖) 𝑥

ℎ=1 + ∑ 𝑆𝐴𝑃ℎ(𝑖) 𝑥
ℎ=1 , 

 

; where i is an individual shipper, and where Entry and Exit is known every hour via the ship-

per’s confirmed nominations (including GTF and ETF); JEZ is calculated based on MR data, data 

for directly connected sites and data from the Danish and Swedish DSO’s. CAP is the allocation 

of gas to/from the shipper as a causer due to ASB trades in hours up until and including hour x. 

SAP is the allocation of the individual smoothing profile that allocates gas to/from the shipper 

in hours up until and including hour x. 

 

The IASB must be calculated and forwarded first time after the first hour of the gas day (at 

07:40) and is then calculated and forwarded at XX:40 during every hour throughout the gas 

day, 24 times in total (23/25 times regarding daylight saving changes). The IASB is individual 

classified data and is forwarded to each shipper exclusively. The IASB will include specific data 

on the individual shippers DMS and nDMS offtake. 

 

3.2 Concept 2: Data method 

In the following, the rationale and description of the data method is described. 

 

3.2.1 Rationale behind the concept 

In the current model, data for the offtake at daily metered sites (DMS) and for the non-daily 

metered market (nDMS) for Denmark and Sweden is forwarded to the shippers 5 times during 

the gas day. With the WDO model, it will be necessary to determine the offtake every hour, to 

calculate the IASB per shipper, and thereby determine who are helpers and causers each hour. 

 

Energinet and Swedegas have first assessed the possibility of estimating the hours in between 

the current within-day data deliveries 5 times a day, to test if the current level of data would 

be sufficient, when implementing a WDO model. The assessment showed that especially the 

first part of gas day is very difficult to predict, as the first DMS data is delivered around 13:30. 

The assessment also showed difficulty in predicting the hours without within-day data.  

 

It was evaluated by Energinet and Swedegas that the current data level would not be sufficient, 

in supporting the WDO model, as most hours during the gas day would be hard to predict, es-

pecially regarding the hours before the first within-day data delivery. 

 

During the Shipper Task Force meetings, Energinet and Swedegas presented the assessment of 

the current data level, and two alternative models, which have been developed and analyzed 

in cooperation with the Danish DSO Evida7. Based on the analysis by Energinet, Swedegas and 

Evida, and discussions at the Shipper Task Force, it was concluded to continue with a collection 

method, where as much data as possible is collected from the total group of DMS meters in 

Denmark and Sweden every hour. 
 

7 Slides and minutes from the Shipper Task Force can be found here: Developing the gas balancing model for implementation in 2022 | 

Energinet 

 

https://en.energinet.dk/Gas/Shippers/Gas-balancing-model
https://en.energinet.dk/Gas/Shippers/Gas-balancing-model
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The data method is described in more detail in 3.2.2 below. In short, the method is based on a 

significantly increased data collection frequency, where the DSO’s in Denmark and Sweden will 

go from collection and delivery of DMS data 5 times a day, to continuous collection and deliv-

ery of DMS data 24 times a day (every hour).  

 

Data is forwarded to the TSO’s/BAM every hour at XX:30, but the DSO’s continues the collec-

tion of data for the rest of the hour, as not all DMS meters can be collected in 20 minutes. The 

meters that are not collected will be estimated by the metering responsible party (DSO for 

DMS and TSO for MR). As the balancing position from hour to hour during the gas day is an ac-

cumulation of previous hours, the balance position during the gas day will be more and more 

accurate based on actual DMS and MR measurements, and less on estimates, for every hour 

we move forward into the gas day (see illustration below): 

 

 
Details on the suggested data model 

 

The DMS and MR data will be used to calculate the nDMS estimate, as a residual of the actual 

offtake minus the DMS data. The calculated nDMS estimate will be allocated to the shippers 

according to previous market shares. 

 

To conclude, the collection of offtake data in the Joint Exit Zone (JEZ) will increase significantly, 

to support shippers in balancing their portfolio during the gas day in the WDO model, and to 

determine the correct helpers and causers in the specific hours, where the BAM must perform 

a yellow zone trade (see point 3.4 below).  

 

3.2.2 Description of the concept 

The DSO’s will collect as much DMS data as possible in the first 25 minutes of an hour, starting 

with the largest and most unpredictable end-consumers. As not all meters can be collected 

during the first 25 minutes, the offtakes from each of the non-collected meters are estimated, 

and the total expected value (metered and estimated) per shipper is forwarded to the TSO’s 

(Energinet and Swedegas) and then to the BAM.  

 

The collection of data and the calculation of the IASB is based in the following timeline: 

• The DSO’s in Denmark and Sweden are continuously collecting measured data for the 

DMS costumers and RES productions. 
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• Every hour at XX:30, the BAM receives the DMS and RES data from Denmark and Swe-

den. The data is a mixture of collected measurements and estimations of non-col-

lected measurements for the gas day until XX:00, per shipper 

• Between XX:30 and XX:40, the BAM calculates the IASB per shipper, based on input 

data from all relevant input points, where all data is for all previous hours of the gas 

day. 

• At XX:40, the BAM forwards the IASB to the individual shippers, where all input data 

are accumulated from all previous hours of the gas day.  

  

The Danish and Swedish DSO’s are continuously collecting DMS/RES data. 30 minutes past 

every hour during the gas day (first time D 07:30 and last time D+1 06:30) the DSO’s will send 

DMS/RES portfolio data to the BAM. To prepare this the DSO’s will calculate the portfolios for 

each shipper from collected DMS/RES data and estimates for non-collected DMS data. 

 

nDMS portfolios in Denmark is calculated either by the Danish TSO or DSO and then forwarded 

to the BAM, as a residual of the total market minus the DMS offtake. For the Swedish system 

nDMS portfolios is forwarded by Swedegas to the BAM. The nDMS offtake is distributed to the 

individual shippers every hour via the IASB, and are based on the most recent market shares, 

updated every day. 

 

3.3 Concept 3: Smoothing 

In the following, the rationale and description of smoothing is described. 

 

3.3.1 Rationale behind the concept 

The offtake in the end-consumer market in Denmark and Sweden (JEZ) is, to some extent, a 

predictable profile, where the consumption of gas is higher especially in the beginning of the 

gas day, and lower during the night. This means that a shipper delivering gas to the end-con-

sumer market will (ceteris paribus) have a shortage in the accumulated balance (IASB) during 

the whole gas day but may end up more or less balanced end-of-day. In today’s balance model 

the shippers towards active in JEZ can enter the gas with a flat profile, without considering 

daily profile, as the E(SCB) always takes into account the full balancing of the gas day. 

 

With the introduction of the within-day obligations, shippers towards JEZ will need to take the 

daily profile in the JEZ into account, as IASB will include the actual accumulated offtake up to 

present hour. This means that also the entry flow will need to be profiled in order to balance 

during the gas day. This is not the case today and will potentially incur extra costs for shippers 

towards JEZ, in terms of increased tariff costs for entry capacity, in order to deliver the profile 

during the gas day. The green zone flexibility can to some extent be used to “flatten out” the 

profile, but this also includes a risk to these shippers, in case the ASB reaches the yellow zone. 

 

Also, it is given that shippers toward the JEZ do not have the possibility to precisely balance 

their portfolio, as the offtake can never be exactly predicted. 

 

To partly neutralize the downsides, Energinet and Swedegas suggests introducing smoothing as 

a new concept to the balancing model. Smoothing is a concept used in other WDO markets 

(such as in Belgium), to flatten out the natural demand profile, which becomes a factor be-

cause of the WDO. By introducing smoothing, some of the flexibility that would normally be 
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part of the green zone, will be allocated directly to the part of the market that need to nomi-

nate a profiled input-offtake. This is not the case for shippers at all other points, where nomi-

nation = allocation, and therefore can be fully optimized in terms of balancing. 

 

3.3.2 Description of the concept 

For Shippers with JEZ portfolios, the BAM will perform a smoothing mechanism before the IASB 

is calculated, to flatten out the natural JEZ demand profile during the gas day. As illustrated in 

the graph below, this means that the variation due to the expected JEZ offtake profile, result-

ing the shipper being short during the gas day, everything else being equal, is “smoothed out” 

to some extent. The shipper is “allocated” a smoothing profile to compensate high offtake dur-

ing the day and less during night: The JEZ offtake profile and the smoothing profile together 

will result in a smoothed offtake profile: 

 

 
Illustration of smoothing model 

  

An example of how the smoothing model flattens out the JEZ profile can be seen below: 

 

Example of smoothed JEZ profile  

 

The smoothing profile is calculated by the BAM and distributed to JEZ shippers before the gas 

day (via allocation) according to market shares and has the purpose (to some extent) to “flat-

ten out” the natural offtake profile in JEZ. 

 

The smoothing profile is calculated based on the following principles: 

• Before the gas day a forecast of the whole JEZ’s relative hourly distribution is gener-
ated, used internally to generate the smoothing profile.  
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• Before the gas day a maximal smoothed value (S-max) is decided. 

• S-max is the value that is used as basis to calculate the smoothing profile per shipper, 
after a possible percentage reduction 

• The absolute smoothing method will decrease the size of the green zone by S-max (1-
to-1) 

• Based on these inputs, a smoothing profile is generated, that smoothes S-max when 
the accumulated offtake is expected to be highest, compared to a flat profile (typically 
in the middle of the gas day)  

• The smoothing profile is distributed per shipper active in JEZ before the relevant gas 
day (expected around 14:00 CET), based on the market shares, as an allocation to the 
SAP point 

 

The detailed implementation of the smoothing concept will require further investigation and 

analysis of data before it can be more precisely defined. However, a first investigation of the 

offtake profile for JEZ for a longer period gives some indicative results: 

• It is expected that the smoothing volume will be in between 50-100 per cent of the 

expected variation in JEZ 

• There are a number of days where the need for smoothing will be close to zero, when 

the offtake profile is flat (especially valid for weekend days) 

• On most days, smoothing is expected to be between 2 to 8 mio. kWh, resulting in a 

reduction of the green zone with the same amount 

 

Energinet and Swedegas will involve the market in the detailed implementation of smoothing.  

 

3.4 Concept 4: Helper-Causer function 

In the following, the rationale and the concept behind the helper-causer model is described. 

 

3.4.1 The rationale behind the concept 

In the current model, the E(SCB) is an estimation of the expected daily imbalance position for 

the full gas day, calculated every hour. In case the E(SCB) is in the yellow zone, the BAM may 

trade, thereby creating a possible price signal for the shippers being in imbalance in the same 

direction (long or short) to change their position during the gas day, as the marginal price from 

all trades in the direction in question will be used as cash-out price for all shippers having an 

imbalance in the same direction. 

 

There are two main characteristics that are worth noticing in terms of the current model: 

• Shippers who are “causing” the expected end-of-day balance to be outside the green 

zone during the gas day, are not directly penalized at that point in time, and can avoid 

the penalty by changing position for the rest of the gas day 

• This also means that shippers do not necessarily take action to avoid the E(SCB) to go 

out of the green zone, and might even wait for a price signal, before changing posi-

tion. Thus, the current model does allow for taking “speculative” balancing positions 

during the gas day, that does not necessarily end up in a large imbalance end-of-day 

 

As described under 3.1.1 above, Energinet and Swedegas will need to introduce within-day ob-

ligations, to ensure that shippers also balance their portfolio during the gas day. The helper-

causer function is what makes the within-day obligation work in practice and is therefore an 

integrated part of the overall concept. 

 

The main difference between the current E(SCB) model and the helper-causer model is that in 

the helper-causer model, there will be an immediate effect, when the ASB is outside the green 
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zone, where the shippers causing the ASB to be outside the green zone in that specific direc-

tion, will be “bought-in” in the following hour, but is allocated in that exact hour. And because 

of this immediate effect the helper-causer model is expected to have preventive reaction from 

the shipper to prevent becoming causer and thereby helping the system before reaching the 

yellow zone. 

 

This means that the within-day obligation will work in practice, by incentivizing shippers not to 

reach the yellow zone during the gas day, through an immediate action towards the causers. 

The helpers in the same hour will not be met by any action, as their position will not change.  

 

3.4.2 Description of the concept 

As described above, the ASB must be calculated every hour, and is published right after the gas 

hour ends in the green zone view. If the ASB is in the yellow zone, the BAM will trade in the 

within-day market a volume equal to or slightly higher (lowest amount possible to trade on 

platform is 1 MW) than the difference between the ASB position and the relevant green zone 

limit, and the traded volume is then allocated pro-rata towards all shippers who are imbal-

anced in the same direction (who are causers), at the marginal trade price in that specific hour 

illustrated below): 

  

 
 Illustration of Helper-Causer concept 

 

The full traded volume will be included in the next published ASB. This is done via allocation of 

the traded volume to causers in the same hour as where the ASB was in yellow zone – it is allo-

cated at the new CAP point. If the ASB is in yellow zone at 13:00 (ASB published expectedly lat-

est 13:10), then the BAM will trade the amount on the exchange and allocate it to the causers 

(IASB) in the hour 12:00 to 13:00. Because the causers are allocated on the CAP point after the 

publishment of ASB these allocations will first be visible and included in the next calculation of 

ASB.  

 

This also has the consequence that the ASB value that was causing a yellow zone trade can only 

be (re)calculated later on (for presentations and other purposes) by taking into account the al-

location on CAP for that specific hour. The BAM will handle the ETF lead time (3 hours plus run-

ning hour) and the rest-of-day delivery. Because of the lead-time, yellow zone within-day 

trades made after 02:00 a.m, will be traded for the next gas day. This means that the gas is not 

delivered before the next gas day but will still be allocated to the causer in that specific hour. 

 

The anticipated timeline for the yellow zone trades is as follows: 

• At expectedly latest XX:10, the ASB is calculated and published (first time D 07:10 and 

last time D+1 06:10) 
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• If the ASB is outside the green zone, the shippers market participants will be notified 

at the same time (via text, mail and/or other) 

• Between XX:15 and XX.40, the BAM performs the trades 

• At XX:40 the full traded amount is allocated to the causers, and is thereby fully in-

cluded in the IASB which is then sent to the respective shippers 

• At XX:40, the marginal price of all trades for that specific hour is published on the 

same website page as where the green zone overview is 

• At the next XX:10, the traded amount will be included in the ASB 

  

The trading process can be performed between 0 and 24 times a day (23/25 times regarding 

daylight saving changes). Each hourly trade will be issued to the relevant shippers (causers) via 

the balancing invoice. The yellow zone trades are “closed” after the balancing invoicing after 

the month and are not subject to 1st and 2nd correction rounds. 

 

Calculation of ASB and IASB is done right after the hour and recalculation will not be per-

formed. This means that trades and CAP-allocations of causers made during the gas day will 

not be changed.  

 

3.5 Concept 5: Cash-out end-of-day 

In the following, the rationale and concept of cash out is described.  

 

3.5.1 The rationale behind the concept 

The general cash-out concept will continue as today, in accordance with NC BAL. However, as 

described in 3.4.2 above, the trading in the yellow zone will be possible in all hours throughout 

the gas day, including the last hour of the gas day, whereas the last trading window in the cur-

rent model ends at 23:15. 

 

A consequence of the extended trading hours is that the adjustment step 2 price and method 

is removed from the balancing model. The adjustment step 2 price was included in the original 

balancing method from 2014, to compensate for the lack of trading windows during night8. 

Thus, the function of the adjustment step 2 is to give incentive to keep the system balance dur-

ing night, also if no marginal price was set during the gas day.  

 

As Energinet and Swedegas now introduce trading at night, and also trade the last hour of the 

gas day, the rationale and function of the adjustment step 2 is gone. By removing the adjust-

ment step 2 from the balancing model, the pricing function in terms of cash-out will be easier 

and simpler, operating with just 2 possible balancing prices instead of 3 (either adjustment 

price or marginal price, see description below). 

 

3.5.2 Description of the concept 

As today, all shippers are fully cashed out to zero end-of-day. The cash out is performed after 

the last possible yellow zone trade and possible allocation of causers on CAP for the last hour 

of the gas day. The cash-out amount for each shipper is calculated from the shipper imbalance 

in the end of the gas day. The end-of-day shipper position is subject to change in the valid allo-

cation after the month and in the correction rounds, which is not the case for the IASB during 

 

8 Energinet.dk’s new commercial balancing model – method approval: https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/energinetdk-s-

kommercielle-balanceringsmodel 

 

https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/energinetdk-s-kommercielle-balanceringsmodel
https://forsyningstilsynet.dk/gas/afgoerelser/energinetdk-s-kommercielle-balanceringsmodel
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the gas day. To distinguish, the end-of-day balance is named Individual Shipper Commercial 

Balance (ISCB). 

 

The following prices are used for cash-out: 

• For shippers that are long end-of-day, the BAM buys the gas at the lowest price of: 

o The neutral gas price minus a small adjustment (today 0.5 per cent), or 

o The lowest marginal price of all the BAM’s yellow zone trades during the gas 

day in the long direction (if any) 

• For shippers that are short end-of-day, the BAM sells the gas at the highest price of: 

o The neutral gas price plus a small adjustment (today 0.5 per cent), or 

o The highest marginal price of all the BAM’s yellow zone trades during the gas 

day in the short direction (if any) 

  

The marginal cash-out prices (long and short) will be published and updated during the gas 

day. 

 

As the new model include possible trade in every hour throughout the gas day, the adjustment 

step 2 will be deleted, as this was implemented as a replacement for the lack of trading at 

night in the current balancing model, as described above. 

 

The prices from the yellow zone trades performed after 02:00 will only be included in the cal-

culation of the marginal price for the current gas day D and not for D+1, even though the ac-

tual delivery of gas is the day after.  

 

3.6 Concept 6: Data quality and No Punishment Principle 

In the following, the rationale and concept of the No Punishment Principle is described 

 

3.6.1 Rationale behind the concept 

The introduction of the WDO model relies on a certain data quality on the JEZ offtake, to deter-

mine the right helpers and causers every hour during the gas day, both in terms of data from 

DSO’s in Denmark and Sweden, but also data on the TSO level. If the data quality is poor or if 

the required data is not delivered in time, this may impact on who are helpers and causers, and 

at which magnitude. It may also impact the general daily balancing for shippers delivering to-

wards JEZ. 

 

In short, if the data that the BAM forwards to the market does not live up to a certain quality, 

shippers towards the JEZ may be unfairly punished for imbalances they did not cause them-

selves, e.g., because they were misplaced as causers, or because they were following misguid-

ing data. 

 

Energinet and Swedegas are working closely together with the Danish and Swedish DSO´s to 

ensure a high level of data quality and data security, which includes assessment of the current 

measurement and communication equipment, and possible need for investments in new 

equipment. It also includes assessment of needed control mechanisms, to ensure that e.g., IT 

failures are reported and handled ASAP, and fallback data mechanisms that ensure that 

fallback data and procedures are in place, in case of wrong or missing data. 

 

To ensure the implementation of a fair and trustworthy model, in terms of determining the 

right helpers and causers, and in terms of signaling the right end-of-day balances, Energinet 
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and Swedegas will introduce a No Punishment Principle (NPP). This is to ensure that shippers 

towards JEZ do not pay a punishment price for imbalances that were caused because of a low 

level of data quality from the BAM. 

 

3.6.2 Description of the concept 

The NPP concept will be introduced for the JEZ offtake both in terms of yellow zone trades and 

in terms on the end-of-day balance, as described separately below. 

 

3.6.2.1 NPP for yellow zone trades 

The NPP for the yellow zone trades have the following general characteristics: 

• The ASB, IASB and causer volume calculated during the gas day will not be recalcu-

lated. 

• The ASB, IASB and causer volume is based on data from MR-data from TSO’s and 

DMS-data from DSO’s 

• The NPP will be calculated after the month on the basis on the same calculation 

method and data to determine the accumulated hourly volumes on JEZ  

• When MR-data and DMS-data is valid after the month, the BAM will recalculate the 

volumes for each shipper on JEZ and determine if causers were allocated a wrong vol-

ume during the gas day at the CAP point. 

• The wrong volume will not be corrected for the ASB and IASB. The allocations on CAP 

point will not change. 

• The NPP will have effect on the price for causer volumes, so that wrong causer vol-

umes will be charged with the Danish spot index price registered at EEX, registered for 

that current gas day. 

• The NPP will not be recalculated during the correction rounds and is therefore consid-

ered as final after the month. 

 

Based on these characteristics, shippers will only pay the marginal price as causer, for volumes 

that is registered both on the preliminary calculation during the gas day and on the final calcu-

lation after the gas month. For all causer volumes that are only registered on the preliminary 

calculation during the gas day, or after the gas month, will be allocated at the Danish spot in-

dex price registered at EEX. 

 

These principles give the following possible outcomes: 

1. If causer volume on preliminary data equals causer volume on valid data = marginal 

trade price for full volume for that specific hour (see also case 1 in example below). 

2. If causer volume on preliminary data is lower than causer volume on valid data = mar-

ginal trade price for full volume of the preliminary allocation (see also case 2 in exam-

ple below). 

3. If causer volume on preliminary data is higher than causer volume on valid data = 

Marginal price for volume on valid data and spot index price for the rest (see also case 

3 in example below). 

4. A causer based on the preliminary data that is determined as helper based on the 

valid data = spot index price for full volume (see also case 4 in example below). 

5. A helper based on the preliminary data that is determined as causer based on the 

valid data = no causer volume. 

6. A helper based on the preliminary data that is determined as helper based on the 

valid data = no causer volume. 
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The following example illustrates how the principle will work in practice: 

 

• The ASB is in the yellow zone in this specific hour, and a shipper delivering gas to the 

JEZ is determined to be causer by 100 units, based on the pro-rata calculation 

• The following cases illustrates what happens in the 4 first outcomes described above, 

where a shipper is determined as causer during the gas day: 

o Case 1: after the month, the shipper’s JEZ volume is equal to the preliminary 

volume = the shipper’s causer volume of 100 units is settled at the marginal 

price 

o Case 2: after the month, the shipper’s JEZ volume is increased with 50 units = 

the shipper’s causer volume of 100 units is settled at the marginal price 

o Case 3: after the month, the shipper’s JEZ volume is reduced with 30 units = 

the shipper’s causer volume of 100 units is settled at the marginal price for 

70 units and the spot index price for 30 units 

o Case 4: after the month, the shipper’s JEZ volume is reduced, so that the 

causer volume would have been reduced to 0 units = the shippers causer vol-

ume of 100 units is settled at the spot index price   

 

3.6.2.2 NPP for end-of-day cash-out 

The NPP for the end-of-day cash-out have the following general characteristics: 

• The NPP will be calculated individually based on the difference between the shipper’s 

preliminary JEZ volume after the gas day and final volume towards JEZ. 

• The NPP for the end-of-day cash out differs from the NPP for yellow zone trades, in 

terms of that the total imbalance volume may change. 

• The NPP will have effect on the price for cash-out volumes, so that wrong cash-out 

volumes will be charged at the neutral gas price. 

• The NPP for the cash-out volumes is also done in the corrections rounds and is final 

on the basis of the valid data after 2nd correction.  

 

These principles give the following possible outcomes: 

1. If the valid JEZ volume is higher than the preliminary JEZ volume, and the shipper is 

already short, then the total cash-out volume is increased (see case 1 below) 

2. If the valid JEZ volume is higher than the preliminary JEZ volume, and the shipper is 

already long, then the total cash-out volume is reduced (see case 2 below) 

a. And if the difference is larger than the total cash-out volume, the shipper will 

go from being long to short (see case 2(a) below) 

3. If the valid JEZ volume is lower than the preliminary JEZ volume, and the shipper is al-

ready long, then the total cash-out volume is increased (see case 3 below) 

4. If the valid JEZ volume is lower than the preliminary JEZ volume, and the shipper is al-

ready short, then the total cash-out volume is reduced - (see case 4 below) 

a. And if the difference is larger than the total cash-out volume, the shipper will 

go from being short, to being long. (see case 4(a) below) 

 

The following cases illustrates how the principle will work in practice, based on the outcomes 

described above: 

• Case 1: based on the valid JEZ volume compared with the preliminary JEZ volume the 

cash-out volume is increased from minus 1000 units to minus 1100 units 

• The shipper is settled at 1000 units at the relevant imbalance price (step 1 or 

marginal price) and 100 units at the neutral gas price  
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• Case 2: based on the valid JEZ volume compared with the preliminary JEZ volume the 

cash-out volume is reduced from plus 1000 units to plus 900 units 

• The shipper is settled at 900 units at the relevant imbalance price (step 1 or 

marginal price) 

• Case 2(a): based on the valid JEZ volume compared with the preliminary JEZ volume 

the cash-out volume is reduced from plus 1000 units to minus 100 units 

• The shipper is settled at 100 units at the neutral gas price  

• Case 3: based on the valid JEZ volume compared with the preliminary JEZ volume the 

cash-out volume is increased from plus 1000 units to plus 1100 units 

• The shipper is settled at 1000 units at the relevant imbalance price (step 1 or 

marginal price) and 100 units at the neutral gas price 

• Case 4: based on the valid JEZ volume compared with the preliminary JEZ volume the 

cash-out volume is reduced from minus 1000 units to minus 900 units 

• The shipper is settled at 900 units at the relevant imbalance price (step 1 or 

marginal price) 

• Case 4(a): based on the valid JEZ volume compared with the preliminary JEZ volume, 

the cash-out volume is reduced from minus 1000 units to plus 100 units 

• The shipper is settled at 100 units at the neutral gas price  

 

4. Consequences of the method for shippers 

4.1 General view 

As argued throughout this application, Energinet and Swedegas sees WDO’s as a necessary and 

correct measure to include into the balancing model, based on the changed marked character-

istics due to the Baltic Pipe implementation. This of course will mean that shippers will face a 

new obligation to balance their portfolios within the boundaries of the green zone also during 

the day, which is not the case with the current model. 

 

With the implementation of WDO’s, the major change for shippers compared to today’s model 

is that balancing actions (yellow zone trades) performed by the BAM during the gas day, will 

have an immediate effect on the causers in the specific hour. In a nutshell, this is what will 

make the obligation to balance during the gas day work in practice, by incentivizing shippers to 

react, before reaching the yellow zone, and thereby the intervention by the BAM.   

 

However, it is important to notice that shippers also need to react within-day in the current 

model, to steer their daily balance position (via renominations and trades), also outside normal 

office hours. So, the introduction of WDO’s does not require a new “burden” on shippers, in 

terms of steering their portfolio within-day, but changes when the shipper should react: 

• In today’s model, there is no direct consequence for shippers causing the E(SCB) to 

be in the yellow zone. This means that shippers most often can wait with their reac-

tion, until after the BAM has made a trade in the yellow zone 

• With WDO’s, shippers will be “punished” instantly. To avoid this, shippers will have to 

have a more proactive approach towards balancing, reacting before the ASB reaches 

the yellow zone. 

 

In terms of the balancing model, the Danish gas market took a large step in October 2014, 

when the NC BAL was first implemented, which included Sweden from April 2019, especially in 

terms of the need to take balancing actions during the gas day, which is a fundamental part of 

the mandatory NC BAL rules. In that sense, Energinet and Swedegas generally considers the in-

clusion of WDO’s as a smaller change, in terms of impact for shippers´ processes, IT and staff. 
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To generally conclude, the introduction of WDO’s is expected to affect when and how shippers 

will react in terms of balancing their portfolios during the gas day, but the need to react during 

the gas day is already an integrated part of the current balancing model. 

 

It should also be mentioned that in overall terms the Baltic Pipe is expected to have a large 

positive impact on the Danish gas market, in terms of lower tariffs and increased liquidity, 

which should be seen in contrast to possible downsides implementing WDO’s. 

 

4.2 Consequences for different types of shippers 

For shippers that do not deliver gas towards the JEZ (transit customers and traders), the inclu-

sion of WDO’s is not considered to have great impact, as shippers can control their balancing 

directly via renominations at the entry/exit points. WDO’s might give some shippers new op-

portunities in terms of trading. 

 

For shippers towards JEZ, the inclusion of WDO’s will have a significant impact, both in terms of 

the need for data and data quality, and in terms of balancing the offtake profile during the gas 

day. To mitigate these consequences, Energinet and Swedegas will: 

• Increase the data frequency and data quality, in corporation with the Danish and Swe-

dish DSO’s (in accordance with 3.2 above) 

• Introduce smoothing, as a mean to mitigate the economical and practical downsides 

of the WDO’s (in accordance with 3.3 above) 

• Introduce a No Punishment Principle (NPP), to reduce the risk of being penalized for 

imbalances caused by an insufficient data quality level towards JEZ (in accordance 

with 3.6 above). 

 

Especially for smaller shippers towards the JEZ, these mitigations will be important, to reduce 

the consequences of introducing WDO’s. 

 

During the market consultation, shippers have expressed that the changes to the balancing 

model will have significant consequences for shippers towards JEZ, which are mitigated but not 

completely eliminated through the measures mentioned above.  

 

Energinet and Nordion agree that the introduction of the WDO model may result in considera-

ble changes in terms of IT and processes for shippers, in the start-up phase. However, it can 

also be argumented, that besides the overall socio economic and market benefits of the Baltic 

Pipe described above, the introduction of the WDO model comes with a greater incentive for 

all shippers to balance own portfolio during the gas day. Thereby the risk of reaching the yel-

low zone is considered as lower than in the current model, and thus can also be considered as 

a benefit for existing JEZ shippers, without taking the overall benefits into account. 

 

 

5. Public consultation  

This draft method application has been in public consultation from 12 April 2021 and until 10 

May 2021 (4 weeks).  

 

The current draft application has been developed by Energinet and Swedegas based on input 

from market participants. There has been an extensive dialogue with the market’s participants 

through:  
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• Shippers’ Forums  

• A number of User Groups on the balance model 2022 

• Gasmarknadsrådet (arranged by Swedegas in Sweden) 

• Shipper Task Force meetings in November and December 2020, discussing the data 

method to support the Balancing model  

• Bilateral meetings with markets participants 

• Energinet and Swedegas answering questions from market participants via Q&A at En-

erginet’s homepage 

 

All relevant slides and minutes from User Groups and Shipper Task Force and the Q&A can be 

found via the following link: Developing the gas balancing model for implementation in 2022 | 

Energinet 

 

All received consultation documents have been forwarded separately to DUR and Ei. DUR will 

publish the consultation documents, as part of the coming consultation. Energinets answers to 

the consultation documents are found in appendix 2. 

 

 

6. Fulfillment of NC BAL Article 24-28 (Within-day obligations) 

CHAPTER VI 

WITHIN DAY OBLIGATIONS 

Article 24 

General provisions 

1.   A transmission system operator is only entitled to apply within day obligations in order to 

incentivise network users to manage their within day position in view of ensuring the system 

integrity of its transmission network and minimising its need to undertake balancing actions. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: As described in 2.1 above, one of the main consequences of 

this transition is that the daily balancing model cannot absorb all possible imbalances 

during a gas day, even though shippers are in balance end-of-day. This means that 

even in a normal situation, shippers can potentially jeopardize the system integrity and 

security of supply, if the current daily balancing model continues without amendments.  

• As a consequence of this, Energinet and Swedegas will implement a system-wide within-

day obligation, with hourly restrictions throughout the gas day, as an add-on to the daily 

balancing system.  

• The main benefits of choosing the system-wide within-day obligation are: 

o The current balancing system is already system-wide, so the system-wide WDO 

will require less changes than the two other possibilities. 

o The current Danish-Swedish balancing model is very similar to the Belgian 

model, who already has system-wide WDO’s implemented. 

o  The system-wide approach secures the full optimization of the flexibility, and 

that the BAM only intervenes, when the aggregated balance is outside the lim-

its. 

o The Baltic Pipe is not implemented as a separate pipeline but will be fully inte-

grated into the Danish transmission system.  

https://en.energinet.dk/Gas/Shippers/Gas-balancing-model
https://en.energinet.dk/Gas/Shippers/Gas-balancing-model
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• This issue is well-known in other EU countries, and has been for many years, also be-

fore the Balancing Network Code was developed. TSO’s such as Net4gas (Czech Repub-

lic), Gas Connect Austria and Fluxys (Belgium) are all characterized as transit systems, 

where the dominant flow directly enters and exits the system, and where the volumes 

for the domestic market is significantly lower than the transit volumes. 

• The Balancing Network Code includes clauses on within-day obligations, which were 

especially added, to accommodate the potential large imbalance challenges of transit 

systems during a gas day, where the daily balancing timeframe is not sufficient in all 

normal flow scenarios. For the same reason, the 3 systems mentioned above have all 

implemented within-day obligations as add-on to the daily balancing regime. 

• For Energinet and Swedegas this gives a clear reasoning for including within-day obli-

gations in the future balancing system when the Baltic Pipe commences; the transit 

flow will potentially challenge the system integrity within-day, and within-day obliga-

tions is the specific mean to mitigate such a challenge. 

 

2.   Where the transmission system operator is required to provide information to network users 

to enable them to manage their exposures associated with within day positions, it shall be pro-

vided to them regularly. Where applicable, this information shall be provided upon a request 

submitted by each network user once. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: In accordance with part 3.2 above, Energinet and Swedegas 

will increase the number of within-day data updates of JEZ offtake data, from 5 times a 

day, to every hour during the gas day, in corporation with the Danish and Swedish dis-

tribution system operators. 

• Energinet and Swedegas will continue to update the aggregated balancing position 

every hour throughout the gas day (the ASB), and single shippers are informed of their 

individual positions (the IASB) 

Article 25 

Types of within day obligations 

There are three types of within day obligations, each incentivising the network user for a specific 

objective as set out in this Article: 

(1) System-wide within day obligation 

shall be designed to provide incentives for network users to keep the transmission network 

within its operational limits and shall set out the following: 

(a) the operational limits of the transmission network within which it has to remain; 

(b) the actions the network users can undertake to keep the transmission network within the 

operational limits; 

(c) the consequential balancing actions of the transmission system operator when the opera-

tional limits of the transmission network are approached or reached; 

(d) the attribution of costs and/or revenues to the network users and/or consequences on the 

within day position of these network users resulting from balancing actions undertaken by 

the transmission system operator; 

(e) the related charge which shall be based on the individual within day position of the network 

user. 
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• Energinet and Swedegas:  

• (a): the green zone is informed to market participants in the beginning of each gas 

day 

• (b): it is clear from the market model, which tools market participants have (within-

day bookings and renominations at border points, trades, renominations at stor-

ages a.s.f.) 

• (c): the BAM will trade in the yellow zone on the within-day market at EEX for the 

Danish/Swedish market area, in accordance with part 3.4 above 

• (d): the helper-causer function and the consequence for causers when trading in 

the yellow zone is described in part 3.4 above 

• (e): causers in a specific hour are met with the marginal price of all trades per-

formed by the BAM, in accordance with part 3.4 above 

  
 

(2) Balancing portfolio within day obligation 

shall be designed to incentivise network users to keep their individual position during the gas 

day within a pre-defined range and shall set out the following: 

(a) for each balancing portfolio the range within which this balancing portfolio has to stay; 

(b) how the range referred to above is determined; 

(c) the consequences for network users not staying within the defined range and, where ap-

propriate, details of how any corresponding charge is derived; 

(d) the related charge which shall be based on the individual within day position of the net-

work user. 
 

 
• Energinet and Swedegas: Non-applicable, as System Wide WDO is implemented 

 
 

(3) Entry-exit point within day obligation 

shall be designed to provide incentives for network users to limit the gas flow or the gas flow 

variation under specific conditions at specific entry-exit points and shall set out the following: 

(a) the limits in the gas flow and/or the gas flow variation; 

(b) the entry and/or exit point or groups of entry and/or exit points to which such limits apply; 

(c) the conditions under which such limits shall apply; 

(d) the consequences of not complying with such limits. 
 

This obligation is additional to any other agreements with final costumers containing, amongst 

other things, localised specific restrictions and obligations regarding the physical gas flow. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: Non-applicable, as System Wide WDO is implemented 

Article 26 

Requirements for within day obligations 

1.   The transmission system operator may propose to the national regulatory authority a within 

day obligation or an amendment thereof. It may combine features of the different types de-

scribed in Article 25 provided the proposal meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2. The trans-

mission system operator’s right of proposal is without prejudice to the right of the national reg-

ulatory authority to take a decision on its own initiative. 
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• Energinet and Swedegas: method application to implement system wide within-day ob-

ligations as supplement to the current balancing model, in accordance with Article 25(1) 

above 

 

2.   Any within day obligation shall meet the following criteria: 

(a) a within day obligation and related within day charge, if any, shall not pose any undue barriers 

on cross-border trade and new network users entering the relevant market; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: As argued in 4.1 above, the Danish gas market took a large 

step in October 2014, when the NC BAL was first implemented, (included Sweden 

from April 2019), especially in terms of the need to take balancing actions during the 

gas day, which is a fundamental part of the mandatory NC BAL rules. In that sense, 

Energinet and Swedegas generally considers the inclusion of WDO’s as a smaller 

change, in terms of impact for shippers´ processes, IT and staff. 

• As discussed in 4.2 above, shippers that do not deliver gas towards the JEZ (transit 

customers and traders), the inclusion of WDO’s is not considered to have great im-

pact, as shippers can control their balancing directly via renominations at the en-

try/exit points. WDO’s might give some shippers new opportunities in terms of trad-

ing. For shippers towards JEZ, the inclusion of WDO’s will have a significant impact, 

both in terms of the need for data and data quality, and in terms of balancing the 

offtake profile during the gas day. These impacts are mitigated through the increase 

of data frequency, smoothing and the No Punishment Principle 

• Especially for new smaller shippers towards the JEZ, these mitigations will be im-

portant, to reduce the consequences of introducing WDO’s. 

  

(b) a within day obligation shall only be applied where the network users are provided with ade-

quate information before a potential within day charge is applied regarding their inputs 

and/or off-takes and have reasonable means to respond to manage their exposure; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: The frequency of within-day data will increase from 5 times 

to every hour during a gas day, both in order for the WDO to function, but also in 

order for shippers towards JEZ to balance their portfolio 

• In case of wrong or missing data, Energinet and Swedegas will implement a No Pun-

ishment Principle, in line with part 3.6 above 

 
 

(c) the main costs to be incurred by the network users in relation to their balancing obligations 

shall relate to their position at the end of the gas day; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: The BAM will continue to cash-out all shippers end-of-day 

to zero.  

• In case of yellow zone trades, the BAM will trade the amount between the ASB and 

the green zone and allocate the amount to the causers in that hour 

• As the yellow zone trade is only for the amount between the ASB and the green 

zone, and only for causers (in accordance with part 3.4 above), whereas the cash-

out is for the full imbalance amount for all shippers, the main costs incurred will be 

end-of-day 
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(d) to the extent possible, within day charges shall be reflective of the costs of the transmission 

system operator for the undertaking of any associated balancing actions; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: Without the implementation of WDO, the BAM would need 

to implement a number of non-market-based tools, which can only be activated in an 

Emergency situation, and tools where only 1 or very few market participants can sell 

a service, which will potentially increase the costs of balancing. 

• By using the marginal price in a specific hour as within-day charge, the BAM en-

sures the maximum number of buyers/sellers, and thereby reduces the risk of buy-

ing services in the market, where competition is low. 

• Also, by using the market price traded in the specific hour must be considered as 

cost reflective, in terms of the cost of balancing for that specific point in time, and 

the cost is directly transferred to the causing shipper 

 
 

(e) a within day obligation will not result in network users being financially settled to a position 

of zero during the gas day; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: The within-day trade will only be applicable to the amount 

between the ASB and the relevant green zone limit, in accordance with part 3.4 

above, which is never equal to zero. It is therefore not possible in the suggested WDO 

model to financially settled to zero during the gas day 
 

(f) the benefits of introducing a within day obligation in terms of economic and efficient opera-

tion of the transmission network outweigh any potential negative impacts thereof, including 

on liquidity of trades at the virtual trading point. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: First, we do not see any negative impact of implementing 

the WDO model in terms of liquidity, as the BAM will continue to use the within-day 

market for balancing actions. 

• Potentially, the liquidity may even increase, as the nature of the WDO may incur a 

different within-day behavior during the gas day, with more actions needed during 

the gas day by shippers 

• Also, as described in point (d) above, Energinet and Swedegas clearly sees a benefit in 

introducing the WDO model, in comparison to possible non-market based or low-com-

petitive alternatives 

• The downside of implementing the WDO is that the market looses some of the free-

dom during the gas day compared to todays balancing model, with no within-day ob-

ligations, but this can potentially also increase liquidity, as shippers may need to take 

more balancing actions during the gas day 
 

3.   The transmission system operator may propose different within day obligations for distinct 

categories of entry or exit points with the aim to provide better incentives for different catego-

ries of network users in order to avoid cross subsidies. The transmission system operator’s right 

of proposal is without prejudice to the right of the national regulatory authority to take a deci-

sion on its own initiative. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: only application for system-wide within-day obligation 

 

4.   The transmission system operator shall consult stakeholders, including the national regula-

tory authorities, the affected distribution system operators and transmission system operators 

in adjacent balancing zones, on any within day obligation it intends to introduce, including the 
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methodology and assumptions used in arriving at the conclusion that it meets the criteria set 

out in paragraph 2. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: in general, most relevant stakeholders have been consulted 

through User Groups, Shipper Task Force meetings and bilateral meetings. All relevant 

stakeholders mentioned in this Article 26(4) are part of the draft method application 

consultation 

 

5.   Following the consultation process, the transmission system operator shall produce a rec-

ommendation document which shall include the finalised proposal and an analysis of: 

(a) the necessity of the within day obligation, taking into account the transmission network’s 

characteristics and the flexibility available to the transmission system operator through pur-

chase and sale of short term standardised products or use of balancing services in accordance 

with Chapter III; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: As described in part 3.1 above, and in the answer to Article 

26.2 (d) above, Energinet and Swedegas sees a WDO model as a necessary measure, 

as the alternative measures would primarily be non-market based, and therefore only 

applicable in Emergency 

• By introducing WDO’s, Energinet and Swedegas ensures implementing competitive 

and market based measures, to give market participants the right incentives, in order 

to avoid crisis situations based on market behavior   

•  
 

(b) the information available to enable network users to manage in a timely manner their within 

day positions; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: In general, the BAM will continue to inform market partic-

ipant of their current balance position every hour throughout the gas day  

• As described in part 3.2 above, the BAM will increase the data frequency from 5 times 

a day to every hour during the gas day, in terms of the single shippers JEZ offtake 
 

(c) the expected financial impact on network users; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: In general, the introduction of the WDO model is not ex-

pected to significantly increase the direct financial impact for shippers to balance. 

• As described in part 4 above and in answer to 26.2 (a), the introduction of WDO’s is 

considered a relatively small step, compared to when marked based balancing was 

first introduced in October 2014, in terms of the within-day operations by shippers 

(such as processes, IT costs, operating throughout the whole gas day). 

• With the implementation of WDO’s, there is a potential indirect negative impact for 

shippers transporting gas towards the JEZ, in terms of need of profiling their entry 

input during the gas day. 

• This is a difference compared to the current model, where shippers towards JEZ can 

nominate a flat entry profile, as balancing is only end-of-day. 

• The green zone will provide the shippers towards JEZ some flexibility in terms of their 

within-day profiling, but there is a potential higher cost in terms of higher tariff costs 

for entry capacity and/or higher costs for storage, to manage the within-day balanc-

ing position, due to the natural offtake profile in JEZ. 

• To reduce this impact, and thereby also the potential financial impact, Energinet and 

Swedegas suggests the implementation of the smoothing concept, as described in 

part 3.3 above. 
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(d) the effect on new network users entering the relevant market, including any undue negative 

impact thereon; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: As described in point 4 above and in answer to 26.2 (a), the 

introduction of WDO’s is considered as a small step, compared to when marked based 

balancing was first introduced in October 2014, in terms of the within-day operations 

by shippers (such as processes, IT costs, operating throughout the whole gas day). 

• As discussed in 4.2 above, shippers that do not deliver gas towards the JEZ (transit 

customers and traders), the inclusion of WDO’s is not considered to have great im-

pact, as shippers can control their balancing directly via renominations at the en-

try/exit points. WDO’s might give some shippers new opportunities in terms of trad-

ing. For shippers towards JEZ, the inclusion of WDO’s will have a significant impact, 

both in terms of the need for data and data quality, and in terms of balancing the 

offtake profile during the gas day. These impacts are mitigated through the in-

crease of data frequency, smoothing and the No Punishment Principle 

• Especially for new smaller shippers towards the JEZ, these mitigations will be im-

portant, to reduce the consequences of introducing 

  

(e) the effect on cross-border trade, including the potential impact on balancing in adjacent bal-

ancing zones; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: The Danish-Swedish balancing area and volumes will gen-

erally relatively small compared to the volumes in both future relevant adjacent bal-

ancing zones, also after Baltic Pipe is implemented (Trading Hub Europe in Germany 

and the Polish H-gas balancing zone). 

• Thus, Energinet and Swedegas considers the implementation of WDO’s in JBZ will 

have limited or no impact on the adjacent balancing zones, due to market seizes 

alone. 

• Also, Energinet and Swedegas has not identified any potential negative impact on 

cross-border trading; the introduction of WDO’s might even have a positive impact 

of within-day trading cross-border. 

 
 

(f) the impact on the short term wholesale gas market, including the liquidity thereof; 

• Energinet and Swedegas: The introduction of Baltic Pipe itself has the potential to 

have a significant positive impact on liquidity on the Danish-Swedish gas market in 

general. 

• Looking isolated at WDO’s this may have a positive impact on the within-day liquidity, 

as shippers may need to change their within-day balancing position more often than 

today. 

 
 

(g) the non-discriminatory nature of the within day obligation. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: In general, as it is the system-wide WDO which will be im-

plemented, all shippers will meet the same obligations, in terms of balancing their 

portfolio. 

• As today, shippers towards JEZ are a different segment when it comes to balancing, 

as the exact allocation of gas is not known during the gas day. 
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• All shippers within the JEZ segment are treated equally, also when the WDO’s are 

implemented 

•  The shippers towards JEZ will experience some differences in terms of balancing 

within-day and in terms of profiling their entry due to WDO’s, that are not relevant 

for other types of shippers 

• To reduce the impact of these differences, Energinet and Swedegas will increase the 

frequency of within-day data (from 5 to every hour during the gas day), will introduce 

smoothing and No Punishment Principle 
 

6.   The transmission system operator shall submit the recommendation document to the na-

tional regulatory authority for the approval of the proposal in accordance with the procedure 

set out in Article 27. In parallel, the transmission system operator shall publish this recommen-

dation document, subject to any confidentiality obligations that it may be bound by, and send it 

to ENTSOG for information. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: this method application can be considered as the official rec-

ommendation document and is published on Energinets and Swedegas websites and is 

forwarded to ENTSOG. 

Article 27 

National regulatory authority decision making 

1.   The national regulatory authority shall take and publish a motivated decision within six 

months following the receipt of the complete recommendation document. In deciding whether 

to approve the proposed within day obligation, the national regulatory authority shall assess 

whether this within day obligation meets the criteria set out in Article 26(2). 

• Energinet and Swedegas: see analysis of Article 26(2) above 

 

2.   Before taking the motivated decision the national regulatory authority shall consult with the 

national regulatory authorities of adjacent Member States and take account of their opinions. 

The adjacent national regulatory authority(-ies) may seek an opinion from the Agency in accord-

ance with Article 7(4) of Regulation (EC) No 713/2009 on the decision referred to in paragraph 

1. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: part of decision by Danish Utility Regulator and Swedish En-

ergy Markets Inspectorate 

Article 28 

Existing within day obligations 

Where the transmission system operator has within day obligation(s) at the date of entry into 

force of this Regulation, within six months from such date this transmission system operator 

shall follow the process set out in Article 26(5) to (7) and shall submit the within day obligation(s) 

to the national regulatory authority for approval in accordance with Article 27 to continue its 

(their) use. 

• Energinet and Swedegas: Non-applicable, only relevant in relation to NC BAL entering 

into force 
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7. Appendix 1: Changes to the Rules for Gas Transport 

A draft version of the Rules for Gas Transport has been added Energinet’s website: Developing 

the gas balancing model for implementation in 2022 | Energinet 

 

The draft version only includes changes to the balancing rules and related parts and defini-

tions.  

 
  

https://en.energinet.dk/Gas/Shippers/Gas-balancing-model
https://en.energinet.dk/Gas/Shippers/Gas-balancing-model
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8. Appendix 2: Responses to public consultation documents 

8.1 Response towards Dansk Energi and Energi Fyn 

Energinet vil gerne takke for Dansk Energis væsentlige bidrag til høringsprocessen af udkast til 

metode for den justerede balancemodel, frem mod oktober 2022. I nærværende notat vil vi 

gennemgå alle de emner som bliver rejst i høringssvaret, og hvordan de vil blive behandlet i 

det kommende arbejde. Notatet vil indgå som materiale til Forsyningstilsynet, i form af bilag til 

metoden, sammen med Dansk Energis høringssvar. Notatet er ligeledes sendt til Energi Fyn der 

direkte refererer til jeres høringssvar. 

 

Som beskrevet i udkast til metode, så anerkender vi at indførelsen af en within-day obligation 

(WDO) model vil medføre særlige udfordringer for transportkunder der transporterer gas mod 

slutkunder i Danmark og Sverige i Joint Exit Zone (JEZ), som andre kundesegmenter i gasmarke-

det ikke vil blive ramt af. For at mitigere disse udfordringer, så indeholder metoden 3 områder, 

som er indarbejdet med fokus på netop dette segment af markedet: 

• Fokus på data, både i form af datakvalitet og datafrekvens 

o Sikres igennem aftaler om datakvalitetsniveauer hos dansk/svenske distribu-

tionsselskaber (DSO’er), samt sikring af relevante erstatningsdata i tilfælde 

af IT-nedbrud eller fejl 

• Indførelse af smoothing 

o Signifikant reduktion af den naturlige aftagerprofil i JEZ, for at understøtte 

den daglige balancering 

• Indførelse af No Punishment Principle 

o Skaber et sikkerhedsnet under dataunderstøttelsen, der sikres at transport-

kunder mod JEZ ikke straffes for ubalancer de ikke selv er skyld i 

 

Vi er enige i at ovenstående tiltag ikke fuldstændigt fjerner alle konsekvenserne af indførelsen 

WDO-modellen, og at indførelsen vil medføre ikke-ubetydelige forandringer i IT-systemer og 

processer hos de eksisterende transportkunder.  

 

Det skal dog også bemærkes at WDO-modellen giver incitament til at alle i markedet balance-

rer deres portefølje i løbet af dagen, og derfor bør risikoen for at det samlede marked er i gul 

zone alt andet lige være væsentligt reduceret, i forhold til tidligere. Det primære grundlag for 

indførelsen af WDO’er er netop at skabe incitament for hele markedet til styring af porteføljen 

i gasdøgnet, og kan på den måde også anskues som en gevinst for transportkunder mod JEZ, i 

form af en lavere risiko for faktisk at være i gul zone. 

 

I det store billede så må det også bemærkes at Baltic Pipe vil medføre en stor samfundsøkono-

misk gevinst for både Danmark og Sverige, ikke mindst i form af lavere tariffer, øget likviditet 

og konkurrence, og øget konkurrencedygtighed for virksomheder der aftager gas. 

 

Vi hilser i øvrigt forslaget om fortsat at inddrage shipperne i processen fremadrettet velkom-

men, og forventer at indkalde til en User Group i løbet af Q3 2021, for konkret at drøfte de æn-

dringer som følger af denne metodeændring. 

 

Nedenfor behandles de enkelte emner udledt fra høringssvaret, i punktform: 

• Nærmere beskrivelse af hvordan og hvor ofte de omtalte markedsandele beregnes, 

samt hvornår de sendes til shipperne 

o Energinet: Smoothing andelen pr. kunde udregnes dagligt, på baggrund af 

markedsandelene fra dagen før. Selve markedsandelen bliver ikke sendt til 
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shipperne, men bliver kun brugt internt, til at udregne smoothing andelen. 

Præciseres i metodeanmeldelsen 

 

• Angivelse af, hvor stor et niveau af smoothing, som JEZ-shipperne kan forvente, samt 

en definition af værdien S-max og hvad der påvirker størrelsen heraf 

o Energinet: Det er tilføjet mere detalje omkring forventning størrelse og på-

virkning af det grønne bånd i metodeanmeldelsen 

 

• Præcisering af hvordan shippere vil modtage smoothing profilen 

o Energinet: smoothing profilen modtages som en modprofil på det nyopret-

tede Smoothing Allocation Point (SAP), som indgår i beregningen af Indivi-

dual Accumulated Shipper Balance (IASB). Præciseres i metodeanmeldelsen 

 

• Tidspunkt for udsendelse af smoothing profilen: 

o Energinet: smoothing profilen fremsendes til shipperne dagen før det pågæl-

dende gasdøgn. Det forventede tidspunkt specificeres i metodeanmeldelsen 

 

• Præcisering af hvornår shipperne vil modtage DMS og nDMS data 

o Energinet: det akkumulerede DMS og nDMS forbrug indgår i IASB, og derfor 

vil shipperne modtage data for disse hver time igennem hele gasdøgnet. Der-

udover så fastholdes forecast af det samlede nDMS forbrug for hele døgnet 

som i dag (1 gang før gasdøgnet, 5 gange i løbet af gasdøgnet). Præciseres i 

metodeanmeldelsen 

 

• ASB - Præcis tidspunkt for notificer af Accumulated System Balance (ASB) i gul zone 

o Energinet: ASB vil blive opdateret hver time, forventeligt omkring XX:05 efter 

timen, som vil blive annonceret/vist grafisk online ligesom i dag. Det vil sige 

at shipperne vil kunne se om vi er i gul zone kort tid efter timens start 

 

• Angivelse af hvad ”as much DMS data as possible” er, samt præcisering og definering 

af hvad der menes med ”største og mest uforudsigelige kunder” 

o Energinet: i metodeanmeldelsen beskriver vi forventningen til hvordan de 

danske og svenske DSO’er vil løse opgaven med at opnå en så høj datakvali-

tet som muligt. Det er dog helt op til DSO’erne præcist hvordan de vil udføre 

denne opgave. For Balancing Area Manageren (BAM’en) (og for shipperne) er 

det væsentlige, hvilken datakvalitet der i sidste ende opnås, og ikke hvordan 

den er opnået.  

o Energinet/BAM har i den forbindelse en foreløbig målsætning om at opnå 

følgende datakvalitet for DMS pr. shipper: Datakvaliteten skal leve op til en 

målsætning udtrykt i en forskel på max. 10% pr. time i starten af gasdøgnet, 

løbende ned til max. 5 % pr. time mod slutningen af gasdøgnet, mellem de 

DMS data som indgår i den akkumulerede timebalance i døgnet, og den fakti-

ske valide DMS måling efter måneden, målt i gennemsnit henover en kalen-

dermåned 

o Energinet er fortsat i drøftelse med Evida om den endelige målsætning, og 

hvordan denne præcist skal udtrykkes 

 

• Ønske om oplysning af hvor stor andel der er estimeret og hvor stor andel der er fak-

tisk hjemhentet: 
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o Energinet: Energinet og Nordion vil drøfte muligheden for dette med de dan-

ske og svenske DSO’er 

 

• Præcisering af hvor ofte markedsandele beregnes, til beregning af nDMS (er nævnt i 

Q&A, men ikke i metode) 

o Energinet: Disse vil blive opdateret dagligt. Præciseres i metodeanmeldelse 

 

• Vigtighed af kontroller og information til shippere, hvis der benyttes fallback data 

o Energinet: Energinet har stillet krav til leverandøren af vores fremtidige IT sy-

stem, at der skal kunne sendes notifikationer, i tilfælde af fallback data 

 

• Konkretisering af hvordan datakvaliteten forbedres, samt beskrivelse af kontrolmeka-

nismer og fallback løsninger 

o Energinet: helt konkret kan nævnes følgende tiltag, for at sikre shipperne så 

gode data som muligt: 

▪ Antallet af within-day datakørsler øges signifikant, fra 5 gange i døg-

net, til hver time i gasdøgnet 

▪ Både Energinet, Evida og Nordion vil investere i nye og mere robu-

ste IT-systemer 

▪ Generelt øget fokus på data og datakvalitet hos Energinet, Evida og 

Nordion 

▪ NPP indføres, for at give shipperne et sikkerhedsnet i forbindelse 

med dårlige data, som ikke findes i dag 

o I forhold til fallback data, så indarbejdes der en række principper i IT-

systemerne hos Energinet, i tilfælde af manglende data bagud i kæden 

o De konkrete kontrolmekanismer er endnu ikke drøftet på plads  

 

• Involvering af shippere i fremtidige beslutning om investeringer og datakvalitet plus 

info om fallback 

o Energinet: Vi planlægger at indkalde til en User Group i løbet af Q3 2021, for 

generelt at drøfte de mere konkrete regler og processer som denne metode 

vil medføre, men hvor også data, datakvalitet og investeringer heri kan drøf-

tes  

 

• Spørgsmål til No Punishment Principle (NPP) 

o Energinet: Ja det er korrekt forstået, mængden ved gulzonehandlerne æn-

dres ikke i forbindelse med den valide allokering.  

 

• Konsekvenser ved datafejl og forsinkelser 

o Energinet: det er korrekt forstået at NPP kun vil forholde sig til de transaktio-

ner der er mellem shipper og BAM (gulzonehandler og end-of-day cash-out), 

og ikke til eventuelle situationer hvor shipperen er blevet misinformeret til 

selv at foretage en transaktion (eks. handle på børsen, eller at ændre lagerin-

jektion/udtræk) 

o Det foreslået princip har dog to klare fordele: at den tilretter samtlige priser 

1-1, uanset hvor gode eller dårlige data har været, og at det er simpelt. Vi har 

ligeledes overvejet en alternativ model, hvor der kunne kompenseres hvis 

data misinformerede shipperne, hvor man skulle benytte en datakvalitets-

procent, som så skulle være overskredet, for at shipperen kunne opnå kom-

pensation. Ulempen med denne model er at det væsentlig mere kompliceret 
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at forholde sig til og at indføre, samt at shipperne kun ville opleve en kom-

pensation, hvis datakvalitetsprocenten var overskredet 

o Derudover arbejder Energinet for at opnå en generel høj datakvalitet, så mis-

information reduceres til et minimum. 

o Konkret i forhold til nDMS så vil indførelsen af WDO’en medfører at der udfø-

res en beregning af nDMS pr. time baseret på faktiske målinger, udover de 5 

opdateringer af nDMS forecasts i løbet af gasdøgnet som findes i dag.  

 

• Manglende definition af markedspris 

o Energinet: Spot Index prisen vil blive benyttet. Præciseres i metodeanmeldel-

sen 

 

• Opfordring til ikke at bruge marginalpris ved cash-out 

o Energinet: Ifølge NC BAL Artikel 22, så skal marginalprisen indgå i beregnin-

gen af prisen af cash-out 

 

• Hvordan tæller gulzonehandler efter kl. 02:00 med i marginalprisberegningen til cash-

out (levering dagen efter) 

o Energinet: gulzonehandlerne foretaget mellem 02:00 og 07:00 for gasdøgn 1 

tæller ikke med i beregningen af marginalprisen for dag 2. Præciseres i meto-

deanmeldelsen 

 

• Ikke rimeligt at handler uden for EEX's prisreference indgår i cash-out 

o Energinet: Ifølge NC BAL Artikel 22, så skal marginalprisen indgå i beregnin-

gen af prisen af cash-out. 

 

 

8.2 Response towards Ørsted 

Energinet would like to thank Ørsted for their contribution in the market consultation process, 

regarding the adjusted balancing model towards October 2022. This memo will be included in 

the method application material. 

 

 In the following, we would like to respond to your comments, and how they have been han-

dled in terms of the method application. 

 

• Energinet should not notify the market, before entering it, regarding yellow zone 

trades 

o Energinet: we agree with Ørsteds position, and we will not notify the market 

when trades will be conducted. Thus, the market will only be notified that 

ASB is in the yellow zone (through the online view of the green zone), but not 

about the timing of the trades. 

 

• Suggestions to adjust the formulas for ASB and IASB 

o Energinet: the formulas have been corrected accordingly in the method ap-

plication, including some further clarification than the formulas suggested 

from you side. 
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8.3 Response to SEAS-NVE/ANDEL 

Energinet vil gerne takke for SEAS-NVE’s bidrag til høringsprocessen af den justerede kommer-

cielle balancemodel. Dette notat vil indgå i materialet i forbindelse med metodeanmeldelsen. 

 

I det følgende vil vi kort kommentere på hver af de emner der nævnes i høringsbrevet. 

 

• Bekymring i forhold til likviditet og bemærkning om transitkunders fremtidige rolle ift. 

balancering 

o Energinet: hermed en række overvejelser og bemærkninger i forhold til 

dette emne: 

▪ Vi har en overordnet forventning om at likviditeten i Danmark/Sve-

rige generelt vil stige med Baltic Pipe 

▪ Indførelsen af within-day obligations giver incitament til at alle i 

markedet balancerer deres portefølje i løbet af dagen, og derfor 

bør risikoen for at det samlede marked er i gul zone alt andet lige 

være væsentligt reduceret, i forhold til tidligere. Det primære 

grundlag for indførelsen af WDO’er er netop at skabe incitament 

for alle i markedet til styring af deres portefølje i gasdøgnet, og kan 

på den måde også anskues som en gevinst for transportkunder 

mod JEZ, i form af en lavere risiko for faktisk at være i gul zone. 

▪ No Punishment princippet vil også i denne sammenhæng fungere 

som et sikkerhedsnet, i form af at strafelementet af prisen fjernes, i 

tilfælde af at ubalancen var skabt på baggrund af fejlagtige data 

 

• Bemærkning omkring behov for opstramning af data og datakvalitet 

o Energinet: vi er meget enige i behovet for mere og bedre data i forhold til i 

dag, hvilket er en stor prioritet, for at kunne understøtte den justerede ba-

lancemodel. No punishment princippet ser vi også som et vigtigt element, 

for at skabe et sikkerhedsnet i de tilfælde hvor data ikke er tilstrækkelige, og 

er glade for den positive tilbagemelding 

 

• Bemærkning om timing af det grønne bånd 

o Energinet: vi forstår godt problematikken der rejses her, og vil undersøge 

nærmere hvordan det grønne bånd, timing og asymmetri spiller sammen i 

forhold til at introducere within-day obligations. Dette vil ikke blive behand-

let som en del af selve metodeanmeldelsen, men vil være et emne i den 

mere detaljerede drøftelse omkring implementeringen med markedet. Det 

kan her nævnes at vi planlægger en User Group i Q3 2021, for netop nær-

mere at drøfte detaljerne omkring justeringen af balancemodellen, og for 

generelt at fastholde inddragelsen af markedet i udviklingen 

 

• Bemærkning omkring smoothing 

o Energinet: vi vil i metodeanmeldelsen blive lidt mere specifikke omkring for-

ventning til niveau, og påvirkning af det grønne bånd 

 

• Bemærkning omkring marginalprisen bruges i forbindelse med afregning end-of-day 

o Energinet: i henhold til balancenetværkskodens Artikel 22, så indgår margi-

nalprisen fra TSO’ens handler i løbet af dagen i formlen for udregningen af 

ubalancepriserne for dagen 
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• Bemærkning omkring konsekvenser for shippere 

o Energinet: kapitlet skal læses sådan at vi anerkender at indførelsen af 

within-day obligations har en væsentlig påvirkning for shippere der er aktive 

mod JEZ, set i forhold til resten af markedet. Derfor er der netop fokus på at 

øge datamængden og kvaliteten, indførelsen af smoothing og indførelsen af 

NPP, for at mitigere forskellen. 

 
 
8.4 Response to Evida 

Energinet vil gerne takke Evida for dels det fremsendte høringssvar, men især for jeres store 

bidrag i udarbejdelsen af datametoden, til understøttelse af den justerede balancemodel. Vi 

ser frem til den fortsat drøftelse af data, og hvordan vi bedst understøtter en høj datakvalitet 

for markedet, inden for en rimelig økonomisk ramme. 

 

Dette notat vil indgå som en del af materialet, i forbindelse med metodeanmeldelsen. 

 

Nedenfor vil vi kort forholde os til jeres detaljerede kommentarer til metodeanmeldelsen. 

 

• Kommentar omkring hvordan og hvornår CAP-punktet er inkluderet i IASB 

o Energinet: formlen for IASB er blevet tilrettet 

 

• Kommentar omkring metode for estimering af ikke-hjemhentede data 

o Energinet: vi foreslår at drøfte dette sammen med markedet i løbet af Q3, 

hvor vi planlægger at afholde en User Group for at begynde at drøfte den 

mere detaljerede implementering med markedsdeltagerne 

 

• Kommentar omkring tiden til hjemhentning 

o Tidsrummet er tilrettet i metodeanmeldelsen, for at afspejle vores seneste 

drøftelse (BAM modtager data efter 30 minutter) 

 

• Kommentar omkring non-collected RES i relation til estimering 

o Energinet: vi er enig i kommentaren, og har rettet tilsvarende 

 

• Kommentar omkring eventuel tilføjelse af yderligere dataudvekslinger 

o Energinet: vi har valgt ikke at tilføje elementerne i selve metodeanmeldelsen, 

da denne kun beskriver det overordnede behov, og ikke de underliggende 

behov for data, for at kunne foretage beregningen. Vi er dog helt enige i at 

disse data ligeledes skal udveksles. 

 


